This paper introduces a new learning-based approach for approximately solving the Travelling Salesman Problem on 2D Euclidean graphs. We use deep Graph Convolutional Networks to build efficient TSP graph representations and output tours in a non-autoregressive manner via highly parallelized beam search. Our approach 1 outperforms all recently proposed autoregressive deep learning techniques in terms of solution quality, inference speed and sample efficiency for problem instances of fixed graph sizes. In particular, we reduce the average optimality gap from 0.52% to 0.01% for 50 nodes, and from 2.26% to 1.39% for 100 nodes. Finally, despite improving upon other learning-based approaches for TSP, our approach falls short of standard Operations Research solvers.
Introduction
NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems are the family of integer constrained optimization problems which are intractable to solve optimally at large scales. Robust approximation algorithms to popular NP-hard problems have various practical applications and are the backbone of modern industries such as transportation, supply chain, energy, finance, and scheduling.
One of the most famous NP-hard problems, the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), asks the following question: "Given a list of cities and the distances between each pair of cities, what is the shortest possible route that visits each city and returns to the origin city?" Formally, given a graph, one needs to search the space of permutations to find an optimal sequence of nodes, called a tour, with minimal total edge weights (tour length). In general, NP-hard problems can be formulated as sequential decision making tasks on graphs due to their highly structured nature. Thus, machine learning can be used to train policies for approximately solving these problems instead of handcrafting solutions, which may be expensive or require significant specialized knowledge [Bengio et al., 2018] . In particular, recent advances in graph neural network techniques [Bruna et al., 2013 , Defferrard et al., 2016 , Sukhbaatar et al., 2016 , Kipf and Welling, 2016 , Hamilton et al., 2017 are a good fit for the task because they naturally operate on the graph structure of these problems.
Recently proposed deep learning approaches for the 2D Euclidean TSP combine graph neural networks with autoregressive decoding to output TSP tours one node at a time using the sequence-tosequence framework [Vinyals et al., 2015 , Bello et al., 2016 or an attention mechanism [Deudon et al., 2018 , Kool et al., 2019 . Policies are trained using reinforcement learning where the partial tour length is used to formulate a reward function at each step.
In this paper, we introduce a non-autoregressive deep learning approach for approximately solving TSP using the Graph Convolutional Network (graph ConvNet) introduced in [Bresson and Laurent, Figure 1 : Overview of our approach. Taking a 2D graph as input, the graph ConvNet model outputs an edge adjacency matrix denoting the probabilities of edges occurring on the TSP tour. This is converted to a valid tour using beam search. All components are highly parallelized and solutions are produced in a one-shot, non-autoregressive manner. [Medress et al., 1977] . Figure 1 presents an overview of our approach. Our model takes a graph as an input and extracts compositional features from its nodes and edges by stacking several graph convolutional layers. The output of the neural network is an edge adjacency matrix denoting the probabilities of edges occurring on the TSP tour. The edge predictions, forming a heat-map, are converted to a valid tour using a post-hoc beam search technique. The model parameters are trained in a supervised manner using pairs of problem instances and optimal solutions using the Concorde TSP solver [Applegate et al., 2006] .
2017] and the beam search technique
We demonstrate the efficiency and speed of our approach over other deep learning techniques through empirical comparisons on TSP instances of fixed graph sizes with 20, 50 and 100 nodes:
• Solution quality: We efficiently train deep graph ConvNets with better representation capacity compared to previous approaches, leading to significant gains in solution quality (in terms of closeness to optimality).
• Inference speed: Our graph ConvNet and beam search implementations are highly parallelized for GPU computation, leading to fast inference time and better scalability to large graphs. In contrast, autoregressive approaches scale poorly to large graphs due to the sequential nature of the decoding process, which cannot be parallelized.
• Sample efficiency: Our supervised training setup using pairs of problem instances and optimal solutions is more sample efficient compared to reinforcement learning. We are able to learn better approximate solvers using lesser training data.
Related Work
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), first formulated in 1930, is one of the most intensively studied combinatorial optimization problems in the Operations Research (OR) community. Finding the optimal TSP solution is NP-hard, even in the 2D Euclidean case where the nodes are 2D points and edge weights are Euclidean distances between pairs of points [Papadimitriou, 1977] . In practice, TSP solvers rely on carefully handcrafted heuristics to guide their search procedures for finding approximate solutions efficiently for graphs with thousands of nodes. Today, state-of-the-art TSP solvers such as Concorde [Applegate et al., 2006 ] make use of cutting plane algorithms [Dantzig et al., 1954 , Padberg and Rinaldi, 1991 , Applegate et al., 2003 ] to iteratively solve linear programming relaxations of the TSP in addition to a branch-and-bound approach that reduces the solution search space.
Thus, designing good heuristics for combinatorial optimization problems often requires significant specialized knowledge and years of research work. Due to the highly structured nature of these problems, neural networks have been used to learn approximate policies instead, especially for problems that are non-trivial to design heuristics for [Smith, 1999 , Bengio et al., 2018 . Historical work has focused on learning-based approaches for TSP using Hopfield networks [Hopfield and Tank, 1985] and deformable template models [Fort, 1988 , Angeniol et al., 1988 . However, benchmark performance for these approaches has not matched algorithmic methods in terms of speed and solution quality [La Maire and Mladenov, 2012] .
Recent advances in sequence-to-sequence learning [Sutskever et al., 2014] , attention mechanisms [Bahdanau et al., 2014] and geometric deep learning [Bronstein et al., 2017] have reinvigorated this line of work. Vinyals et al. [2015] introduced the sequence-to-sequence Pointer Network (PtrNet) model that uses attention to output a permutation of an input sequence. The model is trained to autoregressively output TSP tours in a supervised manner via pairs of problem instances and solutions generated by Concorde. Upon test time, they use a beam search procedure to build valid tours in a fashion similar to neural machine translation [Wu et al., 2016] . Bello et al. [2016] trained the PtrNet without supervised solutions by using an Actor-Critic reinforcement learning algorithm. They consider each instance as a training sample and use the cost (tour length) of a sampled solution for an unbiased Monte-Carlo estimate of the policy gradient.
Dai et al. [2017] encoded problem instances using graph neural networks, which are invariant to node order and better reflect the combinatorial structure of TSP compared to sequence-to-sequence models. They train a structure2vec graph embedding model [Dai et al., 2016 ] to output the order in which nodes are inserted into a partial tour using the DQN training method [Mnih et al., 2013] and a helper function to insert at the best possible location.
Concurrent work by Deudon et al. [2018] and Kool et al. [2019] replaced the structure2vec model with the recently proposed Graph Attention Network [Veličković et al., 2017] and used an attention-based decoder trained with reinforcement learning to autoregressively build TSP solutions. Deudon et al. [2018] showed that a hybrid approach of using 2OPT local search [Croes, 1958] on top of tours produced by the model improves performance. Kool et al. [2019] used a more powerful decoder and trained the model using REINFORCE [Williams, 1992] with a greedy rollout baseline to achieve state-of-the-art results among learning-based approaches for TSP.
In contrast to autoregressive approaches, Nowak et al. [2017] trained a graph neural network [Scarselli et al., 2009 ] in a supervised manner to directly output a tour as an adjacency matrix, which is converted into a feasible solution using beam search. Due to its one-shot nature, the model cannot condition its output on the partial tour and performs poorly for very small problem instances. Our non-autoregressive approach builds on top of this work.
Similar learning-based techniques have been proposed for generalizations of TSP such as the Vehicle Routing Problem [Nazari et al., 2018 , Kool et al., 2019 and the multiple TSP [Kaempfer and Wolf, 2018] , as well as other combinatorial problems such as the Minimum Vertex Cover Problem and the Maximum Cut Problem [Dai et al., 2017 , Venkatakrishnan et al., 2018 , Mittal et al., 2019 .
Dataset
We focus on the 2D Euclidean TSP, although the presented technique can also be applied to sparse graphs. Given an input graph, represented as a sequence of n cities (nodes) in the two dimensional
where each x i ∈ [0, 1] 2 , we are concerned with finding a permutation of the pointsπ, termed a tour, that visits each node once and has the minimum total length. We define the length of a tour defined by a permutationπ as
where · 2 denotes the 2 norm.
Introduced by Vinyals et al. [2015] , the current paradigm for learning-based approaches to TSP is based on training and evaluating model performance on problem instances of fixed sizes. Hence, we create separate training, validation and test datasets for graphs of sizes 20, 50 and 100 nodes. The training sets consists of one million pairs of problem instances and solutions, and the validation and test sets consist of 10,000 pairs each. For each TSP instance, the n node locations are sampled uniformly at random in the unit square. The optimal tour π is found using Concorde [Applegate et al., 2006] 2 . See Appendix A for dataset summary statistics.
Model
Given a graph as an input, we train a graph ConvNet model to directly output an adjacency matrix corresponding to a TSP tour. The network computes h-dimensional representations for each node and edge in the graph. The edge representations are linked to the ground-truth TSP tour through a softmax output layer so that the model parameters can be trained end-to-end by minimizing the cross-entropy loss via gradient descent. During test time, the adjacency matrix obtained from the model is converted to a valid tour via beam search.
Graph ConvNet
Input layer As input node feature, we are given the two dimensional coordinates x i ∈ [0, 1] 2 , which are embedded to h-dimensional features:
where A 1 ∈ R h×2 . The edge Euclidean distance d ij is embedded as a h 2 -dimensional feature vector. We also define an indicator function of a TSP edge δ k-NN ij with the value one if nodes i and j are k-nearest neighbors, value two for self-connections, and value zero otherwise. The edge input feature β ij is:
where
, and · · is the concatenation operator. The input k-nearest neighbor graph speeds up the learning process as a node in the TSP solution is usually connected to nodes in its close proximity.
Graph Convolution layer Let x i and e ij denote respectively the node feature vector and edge feature vector at layer associated with node i and edge ij. We define the node feature and edge feature at the next layer as:
where W ∈ R h×h , σ is the sigmoid function, ε is a small value, ReLU is the rectified linear unit, and BN stands for batch normalization. At the input layer, we have x =0 i = α i and e =0 ij = β ij . The proposed graph ConvNet leverages Bresson and Laurent [2017] with the additional edge feature representation and a dense attention map η ij , which makes the diffusion process anisotropic on graphs.
See Appendix B for a detailed description of the graph convolution layer.
MLP classifier
The edge embedding e ij of the last layer is used to compute the probability of that edge being connected in the TSP tour of the graph. This probability can be seen as computing a probabilistic heat-map over the adjacency matrix of tour connections. Each p
In practice, we may have an arbitrary number of layers denoted by l mlp .
Loss function Given the ground-truth TSP tour permutation π, we convert the tour into an adjacency matrix where each elementp TSP ij denotes the presence or absence of an edge between nodes i and j in the TSP tour. We minimize the weighted binary cross-entropy loss averaged over mini-batches. As the problem size increases, the classification task becomes highly unbalanced towards the negative class, which requires appropriate class weights to balance this effect. 
Beam Search Decoding
The output of our model is a probabilistic heat-map over the adjacency matrix of tour connections.
2 denotes the strength of the edge prediction between nodes i and j. Based on the chain rule of probability, the probability of a partial TSP tour π can be formulated as:
where each node j follows node i in the partial tour π However, directly converting the probabilistic heat-map to an adjacency matrix representation of the predicted TSP tourπ via an argmax function will generally yield invalid tours with extra or not enough edges inπ. Thus, we employ three possible search strategies at evaluation time to convert the probabilistic edge heat-map to a valid permutation of nodesπ.
Greedy search In general, greedy algorithms choose the local optimal solution to provide a fast approximation of the global optimal solution. Starting from the first node, we greedily select the next node from its neighbors based on the highest probability of the presence of an edge. The search terminates when all nodes have been visited. We mask out nodes that have previously been visited in order to construct valid solutions.
Beam search A beam search is a limited-width breadth-first search [Medress et al., 1977] . Beam search is a popular approach for obtaining a set of high-probability sequences from generative models for natural language processing tasks [Wu et al., 2016] . Starting from the first node, we explore the heat-map by expanding the b most probable edge connections among the node's neighbors. We iteratively expand the top-b partial tours at each stage till we have visited all nodes in the graph. We follow the same masking strategy as greedy search to construct valid tours. The final prediction is the tour with the highest probability among the b complete tours at the end of beam search. (Note that b is referred to as the beam width.)
Beam search and Shortest tour heuristic Instead of selecting the tour with the highest probability at the end of beam search, we select the shortest tour among the set of b complete tours as the final solution. This heuristic-based beam search is directly comparable to reinforcement learning techniques for TSP which sample a set of solutions from the learned policy and select the shortest tour among the set as the final solution [Bello et al., 2016 , Kool et al., 2019 .
Hyperparameter Configurations
We use an identical set of model hyperparameters across all three problem sizes. Each model consists of l conv = 30 graph convolutional layer and l mlp = 3 layers in the MLP with hidden dimension h = 300 for each layer. We use a fixed beam width b = 1, 280 in order to directly compare our results to the current state-of-the-art [Kool et al., 2019] which samples 1,280 solutions from a learned policy. We consider k = 20 nearest neighbors for each node in the adjacency matrix W adj . (We found the 20-nearest neighbor graph to be an approximate upper bound on the TSP solution space for the training sets of each problem size.)
Experiments

Training Procedure
We follow a standard training procedure to train models for each problem size. Given a graph as an input, we train the graph ConvNet model to directly output an adjacency matrix corresponding to a TSP tour by minimizing the cross-entropy loss via gradient descent.
Training loop For each training epoch, we randomly select a subset of 10,000 problem instances out of one million from the training set. The subset is divided into 500 mini-batches of 20 instances each. We use the Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2014] with an initial learning rate of 0.001 to minimize the cross-entropy loss over each mini-batch.
Learning rate decay We evaluate our model on a held-out validation set of 10,000 instances at regular intervals of five training epochs. If the validation loss has not decreased by at least 1% of the previous validation loss, we divide the optimizer's learning rate by a decay factor of 1.01. Using smaller learning rates as training progresses allows our models to learn faster and converge to better local minima.
Evaluation Procedure
During evaluation on the validation and test sets, the adjacency matrix obtained from the model is converted to a valid tour via search strategies described in Section 4.2. As we do not need to do backpropagation during evaluation, we use arbitrarily large batch sizes that fit the entire GPU memory. Following [Kool et al., 2019] , we report the following metrics to evaluate performance of our models compared to optimal solutions (obtained using Concorde):
Predicted tour length The average predicted TSP tour length l TSP over 10,000 test instances, computed as
Optimality gap The average percentage ratio of the predicted tour length l TSP relative to the optimal solutionl TSP over 10,000 test instances, computed as
Evaluation time The total wall clock time taken to solve 10,000 test instances, either on a single GPU (Nvidia 1080Ti) or 32 instances in parallel on a 32 virtual CPU system (2 × Xeon E5-2630).
It is important to note that all deep learning approaches use search or sampling. Hence, it is possible to trade off run time for solution quality by searching longer or sampling more solutions. Run times can also vary due to implementations (Python vs C++) or hardware (GPU vs CPU). Kool et al. [2019] take a practical view and report the time it takes to solve the test set of 10,000 instances. Table 1 presents the performance of our technique compared to non-learned baselines and stateof-the-art deep learning techniques for various TSP instance sizes. The table is divided into three sections: exact solvers, greedy methods (G), and sampling/search-based methods (S). Methods are further categorized according to the training technique: supervised learning (SL), reinforcement learning (RL), and non-learned heuristics (H). All results except ours (in bold) are taken from Table 1 in Kool et al. [2019] . More details about solvers (Concorde, LKH3 and Guorobi) and non-learned baselines (Nearest Insertion, Random Insertion, Farthest Insertion, Nearest Neighbor) can be found in Appendix B of Kool et al. [2019] . Following Kool et al. [2019] , evaluation of TSP100 models on the test set was done with two GPUs and other timings were reported for single GPU models.
Results
Greedy setting In the greedy setting, learning-based approaches clearly outperform all non-learned heuristics. Our graph ConvNet model is not able to match the performance or evaluation time of the GAT model of Kool et al. [2019] . Indeed, autoregressive models are fast in this setting as they are specifically designed for it: they output the TSP tour permutation node-by-node, conditioning each prediction on the partial tour. In contrast, our model predicts an edge between any pair of nodes independent of other edge predictions. The two-step process of getting the predictions from our model and performing greedy search to convert them into a valid tour adds time overhead.
Search/sampling setting In general, all learning-based approaches are able to improve performance over the greedy setting by searching or sampling for solutions. Our graph ConvNet model with beam search outperforms Kool et al. [2019] in terms of both closeness to optimality and evaluation time when searching/sampling 1,280 solutions. We attribute our gains in performance to better representation learning for the input graphs through our use of deep architectures with up to 30 graph convolution layers. In contrast, Kool et al. [2019] use only 3 graph attention layers. Despite larger models being more computationally expensive, our graph ConvNet and beam search implementations are highly parallelized for GPU computation, leading to significantly faster evaluation compared to sampling from a reinforcement learning policy. Combining learned and traditional heuristics As seen from the results of Deudon et al. [2018] , autoregressive models may not produce a local optimum and performance can improve by using a hybrid approach of a learned algorithm with a local search heuristic such as 2-OPT. The same observation holds for our non-autoregressive model. Adding the shortest tour heuristic to beam search boosts our performance at the cost of evaluation time. Future work shall explore further trade-offs between performance and computation when incorporating heuristics such as 2-OPT into beam search decoding.
Sample efficiency for SL vs. RL Figure 2 displays the validation optimality gap vs. number of training samples for our approach compared to Kool et al. [2019] . For smaller instances (TSP20), both approaches find solutions within 1% of optimal after seeing less than 500,000 samples. More training samples are required to solve larger problem instances (TSP50 and TSP100). Our supervised training setup is more sample efficient compared to reinforcement learning as we train the model with complete information about the problem whereas RL training is guided by a sparse reward function.
It is important to note that each training graph is generated on the fly and is unique for RL. In contrast, our supervised approach randomly selects and repeats training graphs (and their groundtruth solutions) from a fixed set of one million instances. Generalization to variable problem sizes Generalization across TSP instances of various sizes is a highly desirable property for learning combinatorial problems. Size invariant generalization would allow us to scale up to very large TSP instances while training efficiently on smaller instances. In theory, since our model's parameters Θ are independent of the size of an instance n, we can use a model trained on smaller graphs to solve arbitrarily large instances. Table 2 presents the generalization performance of our approach and that of Kool et al. [2019] by evaluating the best performing models for fixed problem sizes on all other sizes. We observe drastic drops in performance for our non-autoregressive models, indicating very poor generalization capabilities. The representations learnt by the graph ConvNet are memorizing patterns for specific graph sizes and are unable to transfer to new graphs. In contrast, the autoregressive approach of Kool et al. [2019] displays a less drastic drop in generalization performance. In future work, we shall further explore generalization and transfer learning for large-scale combinatorial problems.
Training logs and additional results on model architecture are presented in Appendix C. Appendix D contains further discussion on supervised learning vs. reinforcement learning for combinatorial problems. Visualizations and qualitative analysis of solutions produced by our approach are available in Appendix E.
Conclusions
We introduce a novel learning-based approach for approximately solving the 2D Euclidean Travelling Salesman Problem using graph ConvNets and beam search. For fixed graph sizes, our framework outperforms all previous deep learning techniques in terms of solution quality, inference speed and sample efficiency due to better graph representation capacity, highly parallelized implementation and learning from optimal solutions. Future work shall explore incorporating transfer learning and reinforcement learning into our framework in order to generalize to large-scale problem instances and tackle previously un-encountered combinatorial problems beyond TSP. 
A Summary Statistics for Datasets
Summary statistics for various TSP datasets are presented in Table 3 . We include TSP10 and TSP30 in addition to TSP20, TSP50 and TSP100. The approximate solver timings for Concorde are computed for a single-thread program on a 32-core CPU server under average load. Naturally, Concorde requires longer durations to find exact solutions as problem size increases. Generating datasets for problem sizes larger than 1,000 nodes would be impractical on a similar machine. 
B Graph Convolution Layer Details
For the graph ConvNet described in Section 4.1, let x i denote the feature vector at layer associated with node i. The activation x +1 i at the next layer is obtained by applying a non-linear transformation to the feature vectors x j for all nodes j in the neighborhood of node i (defined by the graph structure). Thus, the most generic version of a feature vector x +1 i at vertex i in a graph ConvNet is:
where {j ∼ i} denotes the set of neighboring nodes centered at node i. In other words, a graph ConvNet is defined by a mapping f taking as input a vector x i (the feature vector of the center vertex) as well as an un-ordered set of vectors {x j } (the feature vectors of all neighboring vertices). The arbitrary choice of the mapping f defines an instantiation of a class of graph neural networks such as Sukhbaatar et al. [2016] , Kipf and Welling [2016] , Hamilton et al. [2017] .
For this work, we leverage the graph ConvNet architecture introduced in Bresson and Laurent [2017] by defining node features x +1 i and edge features e +1 ij as follows:
where W ∈ R h×h , σ is the sigmoid function, ε is a small value, ReLU is the rectified linear unit, and BN stands for batch normalization. At the input layer, we have
Eq. (9) is similar to a learnable non-diffusion process on graphs where the diffusion time is the number of layers. As arbitrary graphs have no specific orientations (up, down, left, right), a diffusion process on graphs is consequently isotropic, making all neighbors equally important. However, this may not be true in general, e.g. a neighbor in the same community of a node shares different information than a neighbor in a separate community. We make the diffusion process anisotropic by point-wise multiplication operations with learneable normalized edge gates e ij such as in [Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017] . Eq. (10) also represents a learnable non-diffusion process on graphs for the edge features. The network learns the best edge representations for encoding the information flow on the graph structure.
Additionally, we perform batch normalization [Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015] to enable fast training of deep architectures. Residual connections in Eq. (9) are essential to minimize the effect of the vanishing gradient problem on backpropagation [He et al., 2016] . Figure 3 illustrates the model. The proposed graph convolution layer for computing h-dimensional representations x i for each node i and e ij for the edge between each node i and j in the graph. The red and blue arrows respectively represent the node and edge information used to compute their representation at the next layer. Multiple layers of graph convolution are applied to progressively extract more and more compositional features of the input graph.
C Additional Results
Training logs Figure 4 displays the learning rate and loss values vs. number of training samples for various runs. Decaying the learning rate to very small values allows the training loss to smoothly decrease. Loss curves for TSP50 and TSP100 show that models start overfitting to the training set after seeing approximately 4 million samples. However, as seen in Figure 2 , the validation optimality gap does not get worse as models overfit to training data.
For faster training, TSP100 models were trained using four Nvidia 1080Ti GPUs. However, it is not essential to use a multi-GPU setup for training or evaluating our models: the same results can be attained with a single GPU by training longer. Model capacity Figure 5a presents the validation optimality gap vs. number of training samples of TSP50 for various model capacities (defined as the number of graph convolution layers and hidden dimension). In general, we found that smaller models are able to learn smaller problem sizes at approximately the same closeness to optimality as larger models. Increasing model capacity leads to longer training time but is essential for scaling up to large problem sizes.
For consistency of analysis across problem sizes, our main results use models with the maximum capacity possible (30 layers, 300 hidden dimension) for our hardware setup (4 × Nvidia 1080Ti GPUs) and the largest problem size (TSP100). Beam width Figure 5b presents the validation optimality gap vs. beam width for various problem sizes. For smaller problem sizes, increasing beam width beyond 200 has a minor impact on performance. For TSP100, using large beam widths is essential for performance.
Reinforcement learning approaches such as Kool et al. [2019] sample 1,280 tours from the learnt policy (in < 1s on a single GPU for their model) and report the shortest among them as the final solution. For our main results, we use a beam width of 1,280 in order to directly compare with their approach. Due to the non-autoregressive nature of our approach, we can search using beam widths considerably larger than 1,280 within 1s on a single GPU.
Attention type The classical softmax-based attention mechanism (such as that used in GAT) is a sparse attention where most of the importance is on the maximal value. In contrast, the sigmoidbased edge gating mechanism for our graph ConvNet (Eq. (4)) can be termed as a dense attention mechanism, where all saturated sigmoids lead to equal importance. We briefly experimented with both sparse and dense attention mechanisms for TSP and found dense attention to lead to marginally better performance and lesser GPU memory consumption. Figure 5c displays the validation optimality gap vs. number of training samples of TSP50 for both attention types (all other model hyperparameters are the same).
D Comments on Supervised Learning vs Reinforcement Learning
As noted in Bengio et al. [2018] , the performance of supervised learning-based models for combinatorial optimization problems depends on the availability of a large set of optimal or high-quality solutions. Thus, two key issues arise when formulating these problems as supervised learning tasks:
(1) we are restricted to learning well-studied problems for which optimal solvers or high-quality heuristic algorithms are available; and (2) we can only train on small-scale problem sizes as it is intractable to build datasets for large instances of NP-hard problems.
Although reinforcement learning is known to be more computationally expensive/less sample efficient than supervised learning, it does not require the generation of pairs of problem instances and solutions. As long as a problem can be formulated via a reward signal for making sequential decisions, a policy can be trained via RL. Hence, most recent work on learning-based approaches for TSP have used RL [Deudon et al., 2018 , Kool et al., 2019 . Comparatively poor performance of SL methods [Vinyals et al., 2015 , Nowak et al., 2017 have supported the argument in favour of reinforcement learning.
Unlike Vinyals et al. [2015] and Nowak et al. [2017] , our approach uses deep graph ConvNets which are able to learn from a larger training set of optimal TSP solutions (one million instances). Our approach outperforms all other learning-based approaches in terms of both solution quality and sample efficiency. This result does not come as a surprise as SL techniques usually outperform RL techniques given sufficient amount of training data. However, the advantage of SL quickly diminishes for larger instances. Generating one million training samples for problem sizes beyond hundreds of nodes can become intractable in terms of computation and speed. The rapid increase in combinatorial complexity of TSP as problem size increases, termed as combinatorial explosion, makes it intractable to scale our approach to large TSPs.
Thus, incorporating RL to tackle arbitrary problem sizes is the next natural development for our approach: Future work shall explore learning a policy network by graph ConvNet, optimizing the tour length and applying beam search without optimal solutions. Supervised training on small instances and transfer learning by fine-tuning model parameters on large instances using RL is an attractive approach for scaling up to realistic sizes beyond hundreds of nodes.
E Solution Visualizations
Figures 6, 7 and 8 display prediction visualizations for samples from test sets of various problem instances. In each figure, the first panel shows the input k-nearest neighbor graph and the groundtruth TSP tour. The second panel represents the probabilistic heat-map output of the graph ConvNet model. The final panel shows the predicted TSP tour after a beam search procedure on the heat-map.
For small instances where the nodes are evenly distributed, the model is able to confidently identify most of the tour edges in the heat-map, resulting in greedy search being able to find close to optimal tours. As instance size increases, the prediction heat-map reflects the combinatorial explosion in TSP and beam search is essential for finding the optimal tour. (a) This instance can be considered easy because the nodes are evenly distributed and the optimal tour is simply the cycle enclosing all the nodes. The model is able to confidently predict the groundtruth edges, resulting in greedy search being able to find the optimal tour easily. (b) For this instance, the model predicts a tour that makes different envelopes around the nodes at the top-left and top-right corners compared to the groundtruth. However, the final solution is very close to optimal in terms of length. (a) The complexity of this instance is due to the envelopes from the top-center into the center of the graph in the optimal tour. The model relies on beam search to navigate the complexity and predicts the optimal tour. (b) This instance is harder than (a) because there several envelopes towards the center of the graph in the optimal tour. The model is unable to confidently identify these envelopes and beam search is unable to find the optimal contours around the center. This is reflected in extremely long connections being predicted for certain nodes. 
